
At the eleventh hour
(The first ascent of the longest rock climb
in the world)
Michael Scott

When Paul Fatti and I were in Patagonia early in 1972 we attempted to put a
route on the immense unclimbed E face of the Central Tower of Paine. We had
already climbed two other peaks nearby,l but the magnitude of the task on
the Tower, which was so much bigger, soon impressed itself forcibly on us,
and we were swept from the face by a five-day storm which also repulsed a
New Zealand attempt from the other side of the mountain. The exact height
of the E face was not known, but was thought to be in excess of 4000 ft
vertical. This vast expanse of smooth unclimbed rock wall is rivalled only by
the Troll wall in Norway and El Capitan in the Yosemite Valley. During 1972
3 a possible route on this rock face became the objective of several climbing
groups from Canada, Britain and South Africa. Correspondence led to a friend
ly decision to let Paul Fatti's team have the priority since he had initiated the
earlier attempt.

(The expedition, which consisted of Paul and ]anet Fatti, Or Arthur McGarr, Mervyn
Prior, Roger Fuggle, Richard and Heather Smithers, Michael and Ooreen Scott and 2
professional film-makers, F. van der Merwe and A. van den Heever, flew direct from
South Africa to Buenos Aires and later on to Rio Gallegos. They travelled by road to
Laguna a Marga and then ferried the loads up a branch valley of the Rio Ascencio to a
base camp below the Towers.)

From Base Camp-actually the 6th campsite we had used, but called Camp 4
just to confuse matters, only the tops of the Towers were visible above a rubble
ridge which blocked access to the hiaden valley in front of them. The glacier
beneath the Towers regularly moved forward and cast off blocks of ice, which
would go thunderously crashing down 300 m of boiler-plate slabs before drop
ping into a moraine lake of vivid aquamarine hue at the bottom. The mass of
the jagged peak called 'The Black Nest of the Condors', on the righ t of the
lake, "{ould vie as chief noise maker by spitting a stream of rock rubble down
its flanks at unpredictable moments. It was aptly named 'the Nest' too, for
giant Condors would frequently be seen lazily circling on the air currents
around its lofty pinnacles. Truly magnificent are these majestic Condors of
the Andes, for all the world looking as though they had only moments before
taken flight from their perch atop some heraldic emblem. They were inquisitive
birds, and when people appeared on a ridge in brightly coloured anoraks to do
some filming, or carry a load up the glacier, then they would swoop down to
investigate.

Camp 5 was a special box tent positioned high up on the glacier and near the
base of the final incredible sweep of rock on the Central Tower. The steepness
of this face caused such an effect of foreshortening that it seemed one could
almost reach up and touch the top. This impression was also due to the air
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3 The E faces of the Towers of Paine. This and next photo: Michael Scott
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being so clear on a calm day that perspective was distorted. The usual decrease
of clarity as distance increased was completely absent. The idea of a box tent
is to make maximum use of space, and also to use a framework which can
support the weight of snow that collects on top during a storm. Prime disad
vantage is lack of ventilation through the proofed nylon walls, so that internal
condensation of water vapour creates a soggy, continually dripping water tor
ture chamber, where eternal sponge mopping never quite keeps pace ... Life
becomes similar to that in a space-capsule in fact, for nothing internal is lost
and no breath, drop of sweat or of spilt soup escapes-you have to live with it.

Roger and Merve teamed up to lead off on the climbing from here. The second
night in the box they awoke to find a dead weight pressing on their chests. So
much snow had fallen overnight that the nylon roof stretched lower and lower
with the weight until it rested on them! As even the framework was buckling,
Roger started digging a snow cave out of the snow beneath the slabs on the
Tower. Practical advantages to a snow cave are numerous, and comfort is
greater. Also there is no problem of going out into the cold to get ice to melt
for water, you just dig a quick annexe somewhere. The cave was dug using
ice-axes and a trenching tool, and provided great occupational therapy on
stormy days, and a crop of complaints called 'chronic cave diggers' back'. Just
before Christmas, the box tent was uprooted from its entrenched position by
a howling gale and was blown out of sight. The climbers occupying the cave

. wondered what would have happened had they still been inside!

Taking advantage of a cold snap, Roger and Merve crept on to the steep snow
fields below the slabs early one morning while the surface was frozen crisp.
Cramponing rapidly 200 m across the first 2 snowfields, they were stopped by
a rotten ice chute, which Roger had to cross with delicate front pointing tech
nique in order to reach the solid rock. Doing this gained valuable height quick
ly but it would have been an unjustifiable risk in warmer conditions when the
snow and ice avalanches from above were frequent. Once high on the rock,
Roger could anchor fixed ropes in a direct line to avoid the dangerous section.
Meanwhile, to the helplessly frustrated watchers below, another problem be
came obvious. Merve and Roger were visible through binoculars, but radio
communication on our 'walkie-talkies' was usually very poor, and the climbers,
busy moving slowly up through difficult rock, could not be told that they were
going past an easy system of ledges and blocks hidden from their sight by a
projecting corner.

Art and I next took over the lead and from the high point where the ropes
were fixed, we had to descend on a diagonal abseil and swing across the face
in a series of running pendulums on the taut rope until we could grasp the
blocks on the big ledge over to the left. While engaged in this tricky manoeuvre,
a snow ledge some 40 m above us fell away and dropped on top of us in a
soaking wet white avalanche of shock and cold. A sharp wrench tore at my
side and I felt I had been pulled off the rock and was falling. Thankfully it
was an illusion, but far below I saw a dark object fall on to the snowfield and
I wondered if it was Art's crash helmet knocked from his head. As I stared
fascinated at the tumbling lump, the realisation came that it was my camera
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which had been torn off its carrying strap and was at that moment sliding down
a gaping maw in the cliff of ice seracs to disappear into the bergschrund below.
Later that day I recovered the camera by climbing down into the schrund, but
it will never be quite the same shape again.

A stormy squall swept in, persuading Art and me to spend a day digging the ice
cave to habitable proportions, and we moved across from the 'box'. We sur
veyed our subterranean igloo with pride, and Art proposed a house-warming
with a swig of whisky. 'Boy, that really hits the spot' he said. Probably the
first time he'd drunk whisky while he was on ice instead of the liq uid!

While we returned to Base Camp, Paul and Richard were climbing high above
up the easy break towards the tall pillar. Climbing up the pillar, using no
mechanical aids on this section, led them to a small ledge where they could
just stand together. The problem now lay in crossing the blank wall between
this ledge and the top of another pillar on the left, above which it would be
possible to continue. Drilling holes for expansion bolts in granite harder than
concrete is a last resort, and it seemed that another pendulum, or 'king-swing'
would do the trick. Paul lowered himself on the rope and then pulled across
left on vertical edges until he could place a piton behind a flake. Using this
point would shorten the run needed to reach the pillar. Clipping the rope into
the piton, he descended further and commenced pendulum swinging. Gradually
he built up sufficient momentum so that, clutching the rope like Tarzan, a
sprint horizontally across the blank wall took him up to a crack next to the
pillar. Thrusting both arms like ramrods he clenched his fists to jam tight and
hoped that the tug of returning inertia would not pluck him loose. On his first
try Paul was pulled from the crack like a cork, to go bumping and swinging
back. The second try was successful, and Richard who was belaying, could
breathe again until his turn came to follow!

Now Roger and Art continued the lead up steep walls, .split only by hairline
cracks, and progress was slow and difficult. Using 'bat hooks' on the occasional
straight edge, and hanging literally like picture frames on a rail, they struggled
to position tiny rurps and micro-pegs (the size of razor blades, and nearly as
thin, too) into minute crevices in the rock. Always the cold was so intense
that they suffered from violently cracked fingertips and badly chapped skin,
making delicate handling impossible. Art's hands looked like a leprosy case,
and Roger had pulled patches of skin from his hands where ungloved fingers
had contacted cold metal equipment directly.

At the next changeover, Merve and I had bad weather initially, in which we en
larged the snow cave, and then a perfect day dawned. While we prusiked rapid
ly up the ropes, Paul and Richard grabbed the opportunity to bring the girls
up to the glacier to see the cave. With them came Donna Pritchard, a female
park warden from Yosemite, who had visited our Base Camp while hiking
through the Paine on her own. Donna's expression on gazing up at the towering
peak soaring up into the clouds was: 'Boy, it really is bigger than El Cap'. We
seldom got this impression of size from below, because we had nothing similar
in our experience for comparison, but when we were perched 2000 ft up, dot-
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in-your-eye-size from below, to look down was breathtaking. It was like sitting
on top of a mile of roller-coaster track tilted to vertical and you can't run
away and you hear the ball go for the start. The girls were thrilled with the
walk. The glacier was in ideal condition with all the crevasses (Bear-traps, we
called them) exposed or filled with hard snow. After giving their seal of approval
to the white, domed, icy quietness of our subterranean igloo, they descended
roped together in a chattering, giggling string of happy excitement, highly
pleased that they were being allowed to go down all on their own.

Meanwhile, Merve was laboriously hammering pitons into a wide crack, with
rotten flakes of rock at the back of it, and moving up very cautiously a metre
at a time. A jammed nut on which he was hanging gave him concern as it was
poorly placed, and he was whacking in a higher piton as rapidly as he could.
Clipping in his etrier, he stepped up, and next moment a flurry of colour and
equipment was somersaulting down and out from the rock as the piton pulled
out without warning. The rope whipped out through my karabiner brake and
I grabbed and tightened my hold slowly so as not to cause too sudden a stop
ping force on the nut, still miraculously holding in place. A last bounce on the
stretch in the rope, and Merve came to rest 10· m lower and just above a ledge,
completely unhurt, but shaken. We continued on our line up the dihedral, with
a few free moves occasionally possible, but a struggle with such a weight of
gear impeded one's actions and upset one's centre of gravity. The last job of
the day was winching up the haul-sack, packed with extra ropes, food and
equipment to be used as we progressed.

Paul and Richard, taking over, were optimistic when we described the easy
crack above our high point. As so often proves the case, though, they were soon
in trouble with all possibilities petering out. Higher, the overhangs clustered
like barnacles, and made it necessary to traverse into the big central dihedral.
This was where we wanted to be, for it was the feature of the E face. More
than a 1000 ft of classic sculptured corner, unbroken, perfect, colossal in sheer
and elegant size. To gain entrance at the bottom was the key to the route, for
the rest of the blank E face held few natural lines to follow.

That night Paul and Richard hung the hammocks for the first time and
attempted to settle down to bivouac. The hammocks hung across a sharp corner
like croissants, predicting sleepless moments to think about the problem of
the next day. Getting in required some superhuman contortions and took about
20 minutes of leaping and twitching like a caterpillar. Pulling the sleeping bag
on after that was impossible so Paul resorted to tucking it around himself: Bi
vouacking meant more time for climbing instead of wasted hours coming up
the ropes each day. At a point half-way up the great dihedral there appeared to
be a ledge which we hoped to use as a semi-permanent camp because, beyond
half-way, we would spend more time during a day prusiking than climbing.
Bumping across the corner in their cocoons, Paul and Richard were cold, dis
consolate and too tired and cramped to cook. It was Christmas Eve and Paul
munched Christmas dinner-cold mouthfuls of a squashed pudding. He then
plopped it into his crash helmet which he lowered on a piece of string to
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Richard, hanging below him. The radio call that night from base to the 2
climbers got an understandably poor-humoured response to all the cheery,
bleary and well-fed good wishes!

ChrIstmas Day, and Richard, laden down with a chain mail covering of iron
mongery, cunningly and carefully worked his way out along an undercut line
of insecure looking flakes. Dangling free in his sit-harness, he was held sus
pended with heels trampling 500 m of free fall below by only the friction of
a one-square-inch of chrome-molybdenum steel against granite. The eighth
piton went in like the predecessors, with a booming sound, indicating an
expanding flake. Unknown to Richard, his first piton had already dropped
out as later ones prised the flake further and further off the wall. At the point
he had judged neither his nerve nor the flake could take another piton, Richard
ran out of flake, and Paul sent up the bolt kit. Half an hour of wrist-straining
and hammering later, the bolt was screwed in and the rope secured to the first
sound anchor for 8 m. Great effort and gymnastics was still required before a
roped descent and short pendulum gave Richard the position to knock a piton
into a diagonal rent at the bottom of the dihedral, and attach himself to it.
The binocular eyes watching far below, were enthusiastic at the sudden pro
gress after the long delay. Many hours were spent by those 'off-du ty' at Base
Camp, watching the climbers. Each landmark reached would be the
signal for great high spirits and discussion about what the odds were now.

Two days later, Roger and Art passed the 'Black Spot', a huge circular dis
coloration of odd rock, on the right-hand wall of the dihedral. They were climb
ing well and almost at the half-way ledge, when a snowstorm swept in forcing
them to descend.

Richard and I then sat out the storm waiting for a lull. An attempt to get up
the frozen ropes was a failure. Ice as thick as a man's arm surrounded some
places on the ropes. Hours of cold rope-scraping, and alarming skids down the
rope until the teeth of the Jumar clamps bit in, exhausted us. I was a rope
length behind Richard when, glancing up, I saw a strange white mist coming
down fast from far above. In sudden realisation I clawed on every available bit
of protective clothing I had just in time before it hit me. Spindrift avalanche!
Intense cold in an encompassing instantly marrow-chilling cold wet slap, that
sucks away your breath and'locks knuckle-joints in useless, painful cramp.
Wave after wave bucketed down on our heads and piled over us as we crouched
and hung on to the taut ropes which were twanging and humming in the mid
air maelstrom. Continuing up was unthinkable, not to say impossible, and
when the sound abated I yelled to Richard the one word, 'DOWN', and down
we went.

Next day we managed to climb the ropes and do the remaining 6 m of climb
ing on to the ledge. 'Big', Art had assured us, although he hadn't quite seen on
to it. Roger thought that Boeings were probably coming in and taking off from
it at regular intervals. Our disappointment was therefore acute when we sur
veyed the 45° slope of this Boeing ledge, only just holding snow all the time,
and the one flat block in the corner, which could seat one person, or two close
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friends. Around this time 2 French mountaineers, Gilles and Hubert, appeared
at Base Camp. Planning to tour the Andes, as Roger had done the previous year,
they had been told at the police post that South Africans were climbing here,
and so had decided to have a look at the Towers. They were dog-tired because
they had first walked up the wrong side of the valley on horrible loose scree
slopes until after several hours they realised their mistake. Gilles and Hubert
were excellent company, and we all parted the best of friends after their visit,
during which they made an attempt at an ascent of the Paine Chico (first
climbed in 1937).

On the face, once camp was established on the 'Boeing ledge', a regular shuttle
service started of climbers going up and down. A few bolts were drilled to hang

4 The Towers of Paine from the S
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the hammocks and a bivouac tent, and then it was possible to spend 2 consecu
tive nights there in only mild discomfort. Shelter afforded by the giant flanking
walls of the Dihedral was phenomenal. Winds could be heard blasting through
the gaps between the Towers, and cavorting clouds would be merry-go-round
ing and tumbling into the valley like washing in a spin-drier, yet our hammocks
would merely be swaying gently on only the memories of a breeze. Insulation
from what weather did drop on us was provided by plenty of closed-cell foam
lining in the hammocks. Our cooking was rudimentary and we resorted mainly
to bringing up pre-mixes baby-food style, to which a dash of hot water could
be added straight into the plastic bottle.

It took 4 days of hard climbing by Paul and Merve, then Roger and Art, to
break around 2 big, sharp-featured overhangs, then up serpentine, parallel-
sided 'bong'-width cracks to reach a flat ledge on top of the 'grey' diedre, some
distance above a tremendous flake, which could be seen from Base and which
looked like an inverted ice-cream cone. The grey diedre was the bottom half of
the Dihedral; the top half was known as the red diedre due to the colour change
in the rock at the point where a nasty bulging section of dark rock disjointed
the two grooves. Seen from below, this red bulge looked for all the world like
the body of an enormous butterfly, with the sheer flanking walls of the Di
hedral its wings, unfolding into the sun.

A two-day spell of good weather followed, and Richard and I worked through
the connecting bulges between the grey and the red diedres. Some easy free
climbing followed, then we had to pull all the wide bong-bong aluminium
wedges out of the bottom of the haul sack for a wide crack, where Richard
needed to bash in 6 bongs in a row. Stepping to the right over a groove packed
with rotten flakes and small loose chips of rock glued in only by ice, we could
reach a thin crack in the head wall leading to the summit section. This was
pegged at full stretch, top-runging in the etrier steps in a delightful repetitive
sequence of moves up this clean, vertical slab. Now we were in a position only
one rope-length from where the rock angle dropped back and easy boulders
and ledges led up to the summit ridge. We were 1000 m vertically above the
snQw-cave, according to the altimeter, and had still, therefore, about 300 m
of climbing to go!

Paul and Merve spent a morni~g sitting on the- Boeing Ledge, baling snow from
their hammocks and cracking ice off their beards, before the pressure rose and
the weather let up for them to fix the last rope on the section through to the
boulders. The next day could possibly see them on top if things went well!
Anticipating a summit bid, Rog and Art left from the snow cave at 2am the
following morning, and in record time sprinted up the ropes to catch Paul and
Merve still in bed on the Boeing Ledge. All four now joined forces in the summit
dash, but the weather had already turned and was worsening rapidly.

Several pitches of climbing diagonally across mixed rock and snow took them
to beneath a short wall 15 m high, forming the side of the summit ridge. The
watchers at Base, far below, were in a frenzy of excitement, because the mists
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kept forming and clearing. There was the added confusion of 4 climbers instead
of the expected 2, yet only the 2 wearing orange anoraks could be seen. To
those down below it appeared, therefore, that the climbers were being very
erratic and would seem to pop up in unexpected places. Thick blanketing
mists rolled in solidly across the Towers. Then momentarily the mist lifted in
an incredible piece of luck, and through binoculars it was just possible to see
Paul climb to the very top of the E face summit ridge at 7.20pm on 10 January
after 32 days of total climbing effort. As Paul moved left towards a rock out
crop on top, the cloud descended thicker than ever, and we knew it would be
snowing up there.

Paul and the rest were having a battle to see and even to stand up against the
strongly drifting snow lashing into their eyes, but they could just ascertain
that although they were on top of the E face, a small tower some distance
along the ridge was a bit higher than they were. A roped descent and climbing
around intervening pinnacles would be involved, so as it was already late and
they were tired and miserable, Paul decided to descend, leaving the ropes fixed
for Richard and myself to have a chance at the top. It was not to be a smooth
descent, however. The fixed ropes ran diagonally to one point where a wired
alloy nut was wedged into a cracked block of granite. To prevent the rope
being pulled out by someone above, a loop of slack rope hung down from the
anchor point. Roger, watching from below, saw Merve come abseiling to the
wired nut, and change over to the next rope down. The nut must somehow have
worked loose in the crack in spite of the precautions, because it pulled out
the moment Merve put his weight on it.

The rope stretched taut as all the slack was taken up after 25 m, and held
Merve by his abseil machine, still clipped to the rope. The others descended
to Merve's position, where he was lying unconscious, but alive. A crunch on
his crash helmet indicated what could have happ'ened to an unprotected head.
Merve, as tough as nails, soon came round, and groaning, could manage con
siderable movement. Bruises and scrapes were plentiful, but there appeared to
be nothing drastically wrong. Support by Art and Roger, and given a safety
belay by Paul from above, the four descended right through the night by
head-torch light. Merve, obviously in considerable pain, did not complain the
whole way. A second narrow escape occurred when a twist in the rope freakish
ly caused Merve's abseil karabiner to jump off the rope, and only the safety
rope held by Paul prevented a fall of thousands of feet.

Nearly sick with weariness, the 4 reached the Boeing Ledge at 8 0' clock in the
morning. A respite of an hour, when tired bodies managed to gulp in welcome
sleep although hanging in improbable positions in that restricted area, and then
the descent continued. Richard and I realised something was wrong, but could
only gaze helplessly up at the face at the others coming down, and have buckets
of hot tea ready for them, which was soon being poured down throats like
water into sand dune. We all then assisted Merve down the glacier back to camp.
He was walking unaided, with us carrying his equipment, when his foot went
into a small crevasse and stuck fast. It froze in deeper so rapidly that we had
to chop the ice free with axes to get his foot out again. Richard, our doctor,
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advised that Merve go for treatment to Puerto Natales. There the X-rays
revealed 3 broken ribs and an impacted vertebra. A jolt to Merve's spine of
one mm of movement would have severed the nerves and reduced him to a
cripple, had it occurred. We had been very lucky.

Fate and the weather then laughed in our faces and their breath was icy spin
drift on our hopes of a summit attempt. For 9 consecutive days we were dealt
bad weather and storms which would plaster the face marble-white with ice
and snow. The pressure was falling and rising in drunken lurches as the sleet
laden gales stopped only momentarily to give the snow a chance to disperse.

Three times Richard and I waded and fought up the constantly-changing glacier
to get to the cave, where we would languish re-reading the two books we had
'Tom lones' and 'Hard Times'. The poor altimeter was nearly shaken to pieces,
as with eyes glued to the needle, we would tap and tap hoping for the steady
rise in pressure which would herald good weather. We would return to base
just for exercise and to stock up provisions. Now it became a race against time
to see not only if we could make it to the top, but also whether we could even
get up the fixed ropes to recover our equipment still all hanging on the face.

When we set out on our third repeated trek up to the cave, we had the dis
quieting advice from Paul, who had done a binocular survey, that the cave
appeared to have gone! Struggling waist-deep in soft snow as we neared the
top of the glacier, we crossed a fresh avalanche from the snowfields on the face.
The sun boiled down on this layer sprawling on the hard underlying crust and
caused a myriad spontaneous snowballs to start rolling out of the surface until
the area looked like ploughed ice-cream. Away over to one side, we saw 12
cm of dark stick protruding from the snow, which gave us the clue where to
start digging. Soon we had discovered our lost bleached Egyptian tomb, which
had a fitting musty smell too; but was intact. Roger's advice to dig deep, and
mark the entrance with tall sticks had paid dividends. Piling in to get out of
the wind, Richard and I settled down to our final wait. Every sortie outside·
was an effort. '

The evening of the 19th the pressure started rising. The morning of the 20th
it was still going up so we set out. Tomorrow would be the day that Base Camp
was breaking up, because the 22nd would be the start of our sequence of lifts
with transport; we had no time left. The ropes were iced, so we laboriously
shaved and scraped them clean and finally reached Boeing Ledge. A day to do
what normally took less than 5 hours. Snow was falling as we tried to heat water,
then the clouds unzipped and started waves of snow down the Dihedral.
Richard piled into his hammock but I was too late. For more than an hour I
stood despairingly next to mine, thinking that if I could get more snow out of
the hammock than in it, I would just leap in and lie there, but it was crashing
down so heavily that I couldn't empty a load before it was filled again. It did
let up briefly, so in I jumped boots and all, no hope of getting into a sleeping
bag, and I huddled and shivered through the night.

The 21st dawned, a strange calm day with streamers of mist twined around the
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peaks and lying like torpedos in the sky. We prusiked on upwards into the
waiting wings of rhe Dihedral butterfly, passed the haul-sack crammed with
gear which Art was already coming up the ropes far, far below, to retrieve,
passed our highest previous point in the Red Diedre, passed the top bulge
squeezing our prusik clamps over the lip of the overhang, and then we were on
the easy slopes. The day was clearing magnificently, leaving the air crisp and
crystal clear with a hummingbird blue sky. Then we were on the summit-ridge
and Richard gasped out-'I never believed anything could be so beautiful, and
so many peaks'. There seemed to be millions of summits everywhere we looked,
in a vista stretching way across to the Ice Cap, and N to where we thought we
could see Mount Fitzroy. The giant shapes of the Fortress, the Paine Chico
and Paine Grande, and the South Tower soared up around us in proud fronts
of granite and ice, while the pinnacles on the top of the North Tower were
leaning grotesquely, sharply silhouetted like a gallery of watchers.

Chris Bonington had written that when he and Don Whillans were on this ridge
in 1963, they thought they would never reach the summit because of all the
false summit pinnacles in the way, and Richard and I could see the problems
ahead of us. Climbing down 20 m, we skirted the first pinnacle and traversed
a knife-edged ridge to the summit. Leading up the side of this involved 30 m of
mechanical climbing using small wired nuts, then clambering carefully over
blocks and flakes stuck in a sheet of ice, we got on to the false summit. De
scending 'it cheval', legs astride a rib of rock, we ended standing on the neck
between the false and true summit. Richard climbed up the short pitch to the
top and stood waiting for me, then together we touched the very highest point
with our gloved hands.

Heaving up to sit on top of the summit block, Richard's boot scuffed the snow
and revealed an old piton belonging to the British party of 1963. Next to it in
the snow was a perfectly beautiful little Madonna statuette, tied to another
piton left by the Italian party which had followed the British up their route.
We were exhilarated with the beauty of the day and the incredible panorama;
the elation of standing on top after 2 months of effort to complete our new
route made us scurry around like dormice, gathering impressions to share with
everyone. We will never forget those moments, when an hour passed like a
fragile second in this world of mountains.

We descended as rapidly as we could, with the added job of trying to remove
as much equipment as possible. What we could not manage would have to be
left. In 2 lengthy, elastic, 300 m abseils knotting ropes together, we pulled out
all the iron-mongery up to the Boeing Ledge. The wind would soon dispose of
the nylon spaghetti. Packing equipment tightly into the haul sacks, we tossed
them off. Thumping and tumbling like fat sausages, they went whistling down
600 m on to the glacier. One burst open dramatically in mid air, and Paul and
Roger, who had come up to clear the bottom half of the face and could see
what was happening from their position 100 m below us, hooted with laughter
at the sight. Luckily everything was funnelled by the shape of the slope into
an area of 50 m radius, close to the ice-cave, so every bit of rubbish could be
retrieved later.
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The evening was warm as the climbers descended through the gathering dark
ness, and the air was like black glass when night fell. Every star the sky pos
sessed was on display and, seeming to pulse with a light of its own, the Central
Tower stood like the old Colossus of Rhodes, at the entrance to the harbour
of stars overhead.

The 'eleventh hour' had passed, both in spirit of metaphor and in fact of time,
and the advenrure was over for a jubilantly happy South African team of
friends and mountaineers. '
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